
Report: Zelensky has stolen over $400 Million in U.S. Taxpayer Aid

Description

Seymour Hersh published a article Thursday stating that United States Intelligence Officials 
know Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky and his inner circle have stolen over 400 million 
dollars of United States taxpayer aid. Zelensky’s inner circle used the money to purchase 
luxury cars and cheap Russian gas. 
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According to Hersh, United States officials became enraged when generals close to Zelensky 

started buying luxury cars after the start of the war, amidst the arrival of massive amounts of US aid 
money. Hersh wrote, “The ten he got rid of were brazenly bragging about the money they had driving 
around Kiev in their new Mercedes.” 

According to Hersh Ukrainian Generals are becoming fed up with Zelensky’s greed, “The senior 
generals and government officials in Kiev were angry at what they saw as Zelensky’s greed, so Burns 
told the Ukrainian president, because ‘he was taking a larger share of the skim money than was going 
to the generals.” 

Most concerning is that Hersh reports that United States Intel Sources have told him that Zelensky 
“has been buying the fuel from Russia, the country with which it, and Washington, are at war, and the 
Ukrainian president and many in his entourage have been skimming untold millions from the American 
dollars earmarked for diesel fuel payments.”

The same source told Hersh that the Biden Administration is to blame for the breakdown in Ukraine 
“The problem is Biden and his principal lieutenants—Blinken and Sullivan and their court of 
worshippers—who see those who criticize Zelensky as being pro-Putin. ‘We are against evil. Ukraine 
will fight ’til the last military shell is gone, and still fight.’ And here’s Biden who is telling America that 
we’re going to fight as long as it takes” Hersh wrote. 

 Hersh also wrote his sources said “there is “no strategy for ending the war” in Ukraine. 

Hersh’s sources say the failure in Ukraine can best be described as “total breakdown between the 
White House leadership and the intelligence community.”
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Joe Biden is on record many times, saying the United States will fund Ukraine for however long it 
takes. 
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